Let G be a graph. A vertex labeling of G is distinguishing if the only label-preserving automorphism of G is the identity map. The distinguishing number of G, D (G), is the minimum number of labels needed so that G has a distinguishing labeling. In this paper, we present O(n log n)-time algorithms that compute the distinguishing numbers of trees and forests. Unlike most of the previous work in this area, our algorithm relies on the combinatorial properties of trees rather than their automorphism groups to compute for their distinguishing numbers.
Introduction
The notion of distinguishing numbers came about because of the following recreational problem of Rubin's [11] : suppose a professor has a set of n keys on a circular key ring that are indistinguishable to the naked eye. To tell them apart, he attaches a colored marker on each key. What is the fewest number of colored markers needed so he can distinguish the keys from each other? The answer is quite surprising -it is 3 when n ∈ {3, 4, 5}, but drops down to 2 when n ≥ 6. The answer is dependent on the fact that the keyholder was circular. If, for example, the keys were suspended from a straight rod then it is not hard to see that two colors suffice for all n ≥ 2. This observation motivated Albertson and Collins [2] to generalize the original problem to arbitrary graphs. The vertices of a graph represented the keys and its edges indicate how the keys are connected to each other; hence, the keys on a circular key ring corresponded to C n while the keys on a straight rod correspondeded to P n . They asked the following question: given a graph G, what is the minimum number of colors needed to distinguish the vertices from each other? They defined this number as the distinguishing number of G. We define it more formally below.
vertex v of T can be identified efficiently. We note that for a general graph G, it is not known if the problem of computing D(G) is polynomially-time solvable or NP-hard. Nonetheless, Russell and Sundaram [12] were able to show that determining if D(G) > k belongs to a class of problems called AM, the set of languages for which there are Arthur-Merlin games (see [9] for definition).
Preliminaries
Recall that a permutation π : V (G) → V (G) is an automorphism of G if π preserves the adjacencies of G; i.e., π(u) is adjacent to π(v) if and only if u is adjacent to v for every pair of vertices u, v in G. The automorphism group of G, Aut (G) , consists of all the automorphisms of G. Additionally, the permutation π is an automorphism of the labeled graph (G, φ) if π not only preserves the adjacencies of G but the labels of G as well. In other words, φ(v) = φ(π(v)) for each v ∈ V (G). Similar to the automorphism group of G, Aut ((G, φ) ) consists of all the automorphisms of (G, φ). We define the automorphisms of rooted graphs and rooted labeled graphs in the same way with the extra condition that the root of a graph must always be mapped to itself.
Of particular interest to us are rooted trees. Let T be a rooted tree and v be a vertex of T . We denote its root as r(T ), and the subtree of T rooted at v as T v . Below, we state some properties of automorphisms of T . 
The proposition follows directly from the fact that π preserves the adjacencies of T . We note that it holds true as well if π is an automorphism of (T, φ), where φ is some labeling of T .
Next, we show that given an unrooted tree T we can construct a rooted tree T such that D(T ) = D(T ). A vertex of a graph is a center if, among all the vertices of the graph, its maximum distance to any vertex is the least. It is well known that a tree either has one center (i.e., it is unicentral) or has two adjacent centers (i.e., it is bicentral), and that its center(s) can be determined in linear time. Thus, if T has a unique center, simply let T be a copy of T ; otherwise, let T be the tree formed by appending a new vertex to the two centers of T and deleting the edge between the two old centers of T . In both cases, T has a unique center which we designate as its root r(T ).
Lemma 2.2. D(T ) = D(T ).
Proof: Suppose D(T ) = k and φ is a distinguishing k-labeling of T . Let φ be the k-labeling for T where mapping from V (T ) to itself. Moreover, because π preserves the adjacencies of the vertices in T , π must do so as well for the vertices in T . In particular, if T is bicentral, π maps its two centers to themselves because π maps the children of r(T ) to themselves. And, finally, because π preserves the labels of the vertices in (T, φ) then π does so as well for (T, φ ). Hence, π is an automorphism of (T , φ ). If π is not the identity map for V (T ) then π is not either for V (T ) which leads to a contradiction since φ is a distinguishing k-labeling of T . Thus, φ is a distinguishing k-labeling of T so D(T ) ≤ D(T ). By the same argument, we can show that every distinguishing k-labeling of T can be transformed into a distinguishing k-labeling of T and so D(T ) ≤ D(T ). The lemma follows.
Based on the above lemma, we can now restrict our attention to computing the distinguishing numbers of rooted trees.
Distinguishing labelings of rooted trees
In this section, we give a characterization of the distinguishing labelings of rooted tree T , and show how we can determine the value of D(T ) based on the characterization.
Suppose φ is a distinguishing labeling of T and v a vertex of T . It must be the case that φ, when restricted to T v , is also distinguishing. In addition, if v and w are distinct children of r(T ) and T v ∼ = T w , φ must label the subtrees differently; i.e., (T v , φ) and (T w , φ) must be non-isomorphic. Otherwise, as shown below, (T, φ) would have a non-trivial automorphism. We prove in the following lemma that these two conditions are not only necessary but also sufficient conditions for φ to be a distinguishing labeling of T . 
Proof: Suppose φ is a labeling for T and (T v , φ) has a non-trivial automorphism π for some v ∈ CH(T ). Then T has a non-trivial automorphism π , where
is not in the subtrees T v and T w . Hence, we have shown that if φ does not satisfy conditions i or ii of the lemma, (T, φ) will have a non-trivial automorphism; i.e., φ is not a distinguishing labeling.
Suppose the two conditions of the lemma are satisfied by φ but φ is not distinguishing. There must exist an automorphism of (T, φ), say π, and vertex x whose distance from r(T ) is a small as possible such that π(x) = x. If x and π(x) have distinct parents, from Proposition 2.1(a), π must map p(x) to p(π(x)) violating the assumption that the distance of x from r(T ) is as small as possible. Thus,
Since φ when restricted to T p(x) is not distinguishing, φ when restricted to T u is also not distinguishing. 
, condition ii of the lemma is volated. But φ satisfies both conditions of the lemma; hence, the non-trivial automorphism π of (T, φ) does not exist and so φ must be distinguishing.
Suppose φ and φ are distinguishing labelings of G. We shall say that the labelings are Figure 2 shows four inequivalent labelings of the same rooted tree all of which are distinguishing. Let L(G, k) denote the set of all distinguishing k-labelings
Theorem 3.2. Let T be a rooted tree and T be the set that contains all the subtrees of T whose roots are children of r(T ). Suppose T has exactly g distinct isomorphism classes of subtrees where the jth isomorphism class consists of m j copies of the rooted tree
Proof: To create a distinguishing k-labeling for T , we need to assign a label from {1, 2, . . . , k} to r(T ), and, according to Theorem 3.1, a distinguishing k-labeling to each copy of T u j in T no two of which belong to the same equivalence class in L(T u j , k) for j = 1, . . . , g. Now suppose φ and φ are two distinguishing k-labelings of T . When are they equivalent? It must be the case that (a) φ(r(T )) = φ (r(T )) and (b) there is a permutation
In other words, for each j, the k-labelings of the m j copies of T u j under φ and under φ belong to the same m j equivalence classes in L(T u j , k). It is straightforward to verify that these two conditions are sufficient as well to guarantee that φ and φ are equivalent. This means that equivalence classes of L(T, k) are completely determined by (a) the label of r(T ) and (b) the set whose elements are the m j equivalence classes of L(T u j , k) that contain the distinguishing labelings of the m j copies of T u j for j = 1, . . . , g. Since there are k ways to label r(T ), and
ways to pick a set of m j equivalence classes from L(T u j ) for j = 1, . . . , m, our result follows.
The following corollary is immediate. 
Corollary 3.3. For the rooted tree T , D(T
) = k * where k * = min{k : D(T u j , k) ≥ m j , ∀j = 1, . . . , g}.
FIND ISOMORPH(T )
do BFS and construct 
Computing D(T )
Before we can apply the formula in Theorem 3.2 recursively, we must be able to identify which of the subtrees rooted at each vertex v of T are isomorphic. A brute force approach would be to run the tree isomorphism algorithm [1] on every pair of these subtrees and group together all the isomorphic subtrees. A more efficient way, however, is to simply modify the tree isomorphism algorithm (where we essentially apply the algorithm to just one tree instead of two) so that the problem can be resolved in two sweeps of T . We call our algorithm FIND ISOMORPH(T ); an example and its pseudocode can be found in Figures 3 and 4 
Lemma 3.4. Let y, z ∈ B j . At the end of FIND ISOMORPH(T ), l(y) = l(z) if and only if the rooted trees T y and T z are isomorphic.
Proof: We shall show that the lemma is true by induction on j, starting with j = h to j = 0.
Thus, the lemma is true trivially. Assume that the lemma holds when j ≥ k and let j = k − 1. If T y ∼ = T z , there is some isomorphism that maps y to z and subtrees rooted at y's children to subtrees rooted at z's children. Since y and z's children belong to B k , by our assumption, the lists L(y) and L(z) are exactly the same. Consequently, they have the same rank in {L(v) : v ∈ B j } so the algorithm will make l(y) = l(z). On the other hand, if l(y) = l(z), there is a one-to-one correspondence, α, from the children of y to the children of z that preserves the labels. That is, for every child y i of y, l(y i ) = l(α(y i )). And since y i and α(y i ) belong to B k , by assumption, T y i ∼ = T α(y i ) . If we combine the isomorphism that map the subtrees rooted at y's children to the subtrees rooted at z's children and map y to z, then we have an isomorphism from T y to T z . By induction, the lemma holds.
In Theorem 3.2, we showed that to compute D(T, k), it is necessary and sufficient to know the values of D(T u j , k) and T u j 's multipicity for j = 1, . . . g. We shall say that these u j 's are essential vertices of T . But to know these D(T u j , k)'s, we need to also consider the nonisomorphic subtrees rooted at the children of u j for each j as well. By transitivity, these children of u j are also essential vertices of T , etc. Thus, we need to only consider a set of essential vertices, V E (T ), of T so that once D(T u , k) and the multiplicity of T u is computed for each Figures 5 and 6 ), we implement our approach to extract such a set of essential vertices for T .
The set V j will contain the essential vertices in B j while the set U(v) is a list that will consist of the ordered pairs (u j , m j ) defined for T v in Theorem 3. The numbers on the nodes of each tree correspond to value(v) in EVALUATE. For the left tree, k was set to 2; on the right tree, k was set to 3. Since value(r(T )) on the left tree is 0, while that of the right tree is positive, we conclude that D(T ) = 3.
ESSENTIAL(T, l, L)
the electronic journal of combinatorics 13 (2006) Once a set of essential vertices has been constructed, we can now compute for D(T, k). We initialize the value for each leaf to k since leaves have exactly k inequivalent distinguishing labelings using k labels. Then starting at V h−1 , we apply the formula in Theorem 3.2 one level at a time until we reach the root. If the resulting value is positive, then
where n = |V (T )|, we initially set k to (n + 1)/2 and perform a binary search to find the smallest k so that D(T, k) > 0. We provide an example in Figure 7 and describe our algorithm FIND DIST TREE(T ) in Figure 8 . 
Distinguishing Numbers of Forests
Suppose G is a graph with g connected components: 
Let us now consider the case when the graph is a forest F . Suppose the connected components of F have g isomorphism classes where the jth isomorphism class contains m j copies of T j ; i.e., 
To compute D(F ), we must first identify the isomorphism classes of its connected components. Let F 1 and F 2 consist of all the unicentral and bicentral tree components of F respectively. Transform each tree component into a center-rooted tree as in the previous section. Then transform each F i into a rooted tree, F i , by creating a new vertex which is designated as the root of F i and appending all the centers of the trees in F i to this vertex. Finally, run FIND ISOMORPH(F i ) for i = 1, 2. The following must be true. Proof: If T 1 ∼ = T 2 , they either are both unicentral or both bicentral and so must belong to the same F i . Furthermore, their rooted versions, T 1 and T 2 must also be isomorphic. Now, the roots of these trees are children of r(F i ). According to Lemma 3.4, if T 1 ∼ = T 2 and their roots lie on the same level, FIND ISOMORPH(F i ) assigns the same label to their roots. Conversely, if T 1 and T 2 belong to the same F i , they must be both unicentral or both bicentral. Furthermore, the roots of T 1 and T 2 lie on the same level in F i . Hence, if r(T 1 ) and r(T 2 ) were assigned the same label by FIND ISOMORPH(F i ), then according to Lemma 3.4 the subtrees T r(T 1 ) ∼ = T r(T 2 ) . By the way we obtained T i from T i for i = 1, 2, this immediately implies that T 1 ∼ = T 2 .
Once the isomorphism classes of the tree components of F are identified then, for each class j, we simply have to use EVALUATE to find k j and output max{k j , j = 1, . . . , g}. Proof: Constructing F 1 and F 2 takes O(n) time. Running FIND ISOMORPH(F i ) for i = 1, 2 takes O(n) time. Determining k j for each j using binary search and EVALUATE takes O(n log n) time. Finally, finding the maximum among all the k j 's takes O(n) time.
Conclusion
We have presented an O(n log n)-time algorithm for computing the distinguishing number of a tree. There were two important ingredients in our algorithm: (i) the recursive structure of trees the electronic journal of combinatorics 13 (2006), #R11 and (ii) an efficient algorithm for determining if two trees are isomorphic. The former enabled us to derive a formula for the number of inequivalent distinguishing k-labelings of a tree; the latter allowed us to identify the isomorphic parts of a tree that needed to be distinguished. We then used this algorithm to compute the distinguishing number of a forest. It would be interesting to determine if similar efficient algorithms exist for other graph families. In particular, we askcan the distinguishing numbers of planar graphs be computed efficiently?
